Beautiful on the outside. Smart on the inside®
schrock.com
Styles

MAPLE

Ainsley
- full overlay

Ainsley
- full overlay, slab drawer front option

Asbury
- full overlay

Banbury
- full overlay

Brantley
- full overlay

Elston
- full overlay

Elston
- full overlay, 5-piece drawer front option

Fletcher
- full overlay

Galena
- full overlay

Galena
- full overlay, 5-piece drawer front option

Brinkman
- partial overlay

Brinkman Arch
- partial overlay

Brookshire
- partial overlay

Campbell
- full overlay

Campbell
- full overlay, slab drawer front option

Hutton
- full overlay

Huxley
- full overlay

Huxley
- full overlay, 5-piece drawer front option

Jarret
- full overlay

Jarret
- full overlay, slab drawer front option

Carmin
- full overlay

Carmin
- full overlay, 5-piece drawer front option

Carmin Arch
- partial overlay

Denton
- full overlay

Denton
- full overlay, slab drawer front option

Kennedy
- full overlay

Kennedy
- full overlay, slab drawer front option

Morgan
- full overlay

Morgan
- full overlay, 5-piece drawer front option

Parker
- full overlay

schrock.com/products#door-style
**MAPLE**

- **Prestley**
  - Full overlay

- **Parker**
  - Full overlay
  - 5-piece drawer front option

- **Parker Arch**
  - Full overlay

- **Pleasant Hill**
  - Full overlay
  - Slab drawer front option

- **Seaton**
  - Full overlay
  - Slab drawer front option

- **Whittaker**
  - Full overlay
  - 5-piece drawer front option

**OAK**

- **Brinkman**
  - Partial overlay

- **Brinkman Arch**
  - Partial overlay

- **Elston**
  - Full overlay
  - 5-piece drawer front option

- **Hampshire Cathedral**
  - Partial overlay

- **Huxley**
  - Full overlay
  - 5-piece drawer front option

- **Seaton**
  - Full overlay

- **Stratford Cathedral**
  - Partial overlay

**Optional Solid Reverse Raised Center Panel Available**
ALDER

Chanley
full overlay

Chanley
full overlay

Elston
full overlay

Elston
full overlay

Galena
full overlay

Galena
full overlay

Harper
partial overlay

Huxley
full overlay

Huxley
full overlay

Morgan
full overlay

Morgan
full overlay

Pleasant Hill
full overlay

Pleasant Hill
full overlay

RUSTIC ALDER

Chanley
full overlay

Chanley
full overlay

Elston
full overlay

Elston
full overlay

Galena
full overlay

Galena
full overlay

Harper
partial overlay

Huxley
full overlay

Huxley
full overlay

Morgan
full overlay

Morgan
full overlay

Pleasant Hill
full overlay

Pleasant Hill
full overlay

Optional Solid Reverse Raised Center Panel Available

Optional Solid Reverse Raised Center Panel Available
CHERRY

- Asbury: full overlay
- Banbury: full overlay
- Brantley: full overlay
- Brinkman: partial overlay
- Brinkman Arch: partial overlay
- Campbell: full overlay
- Carmin: full overlay
- Carmin: full overlay, 5-piece drawer front option
- Carmin Arch: full overlay
- Denton: full overlay
- Denton: full overlay, slab drawer front option
- Elston: full overlay
- Elston: full overlay, 5-piece drawer front option
- Fletcher: full overlay
- Galena: full overlay
- Galena: full overlay, 5-piece drawer front option
- Hutton: full overlay
- Huxley: full overlay
- Huxley: full overlay, 5-piece drawer front option
- Jarret: full overlay
- Jarret: full overlay, slab drawer front option
- Kennedy: full overlay
- Kennedy: full overlay, slab drawer front option
- Morgan: full overlay
- Morgan: full overlay, slab drawer front option
- Parker: full overlay
- Parker: full overlay, 5-piece drawer front option
- Parker: full overlay, profiled slab drawer front option
- Parker Arch: full overlay

Optional Solid Reverse Raised Center Panel Available
**CHERRY**

- Pleasant Hill — full overlay
- Pleasant Hill — full overlay
- Prestley — full overlay
- Princeton — partial overlay
- Princeton Arch — partial overlay
- Seaton — full overlay
- Seaton — full overlay
- Whittaker — full overlay
- Whittaker — 5-piece drawer front option

**SPECIALTY LAMINATE**

- Gallio — full overlay
- Derazi — full overlay

  - Optional Solid Reverse Raised Center Panel Available

- Aspen — full overlay

  - ASPEN EDGE BANDING OPTIONS:
    - White
    - White with Metallic

**ALUMINUM FRAME DOORS**

- Princeton — partial overlay
- Pleasant Hill — full overlay
- Pleasant Hill — full overlay
- Pleasant Hill — full overlay
- Prestley — full overlay
- Princeton Arch — partial overlay

**HICKORY**

- Pleasant Hill — full overlay
- Pleasant Hill — full overlay
- Seaton — full overlay
- Seaton — full overlay
- Whittaker — full overlay
- Whittaker — full overlay

**PURESTYLE™**

- Herra — full overlay

**THERMOFOIL**

- Reflection — full overlay

*Limited size availability. See your designer for details.*
**MAPLE**

**OPAQUES**
- Black
- Juniper Berry
- Lambswool
- White

**OPAQUE GLAZES**
- Cloud with Amaretto Créme
- Cloud with Grey Stone
- Cloud with Toasted Almond
- Coconut with Amaretto Créme
- Coconut with Grey Stone
- Coconut with Toasted Almond
- Dover with Amaretto Créme
- Dover with Grey Stone
- Dover with Toasted Almond
- Egret with Amaretto Créme
- Egret with Grey Stone
- Egret with Toasted Almond
- Forest Floor
- Lambswool
- Maritime with Amaretto Créme
- Moonstone
- Pearl
- Seaside

**WOOD TONE STAINS**
- Brierwood
- Buckskin
- Cattail
- Chocolate
- Cider
- Cranberry
- Havana
- Hanna
- Morel
- Natural
- Sahara
- Seal
- Storm
- Thatch
- Tundra

**WOOD TONE GLAZES**
- Black Forest
- Coffee
- Palomino
- Whiskey Black

**HICKORY**

**WOOD TONE STAINS**
- Brierwood
- Buckskin
- Cattail
- Chocolate
- Cider
- Cranberry
- Havana
- Hanna
- Morel
- Natural
- Sahara
- Seal
- Storm
- Thatch
- Tundra

**WOOD TONE GLAZES**
- Coffee

**SPECIALTY LAMINATE**

**STANDARD FINISHES**
- Arctic
- Elk
- High Gloss White
- Obsidian
- Wharf

**PURESTYLE™**

**STANDARD FINISH**
- Elk

**THERMOFOIL**

**STANDARD FINISH**
- White
Finishes

**CHERRY**

> Not available on Prestley

**WOOD TONE STAINS**

- Brierwood
- Buckskin
- Cattail
- Chocolate
- Cider
- Cranberry
- Havana
- Henna
- Light
- Morel
- Natural
- Sahara
- Seal
- Storm
- Thatch
- Tundra

**WOOD TONE GLAZES**

- Black Forest
- Coffee
- Palomino
- Whiskey Black

**ALDER / RUSTIC ALDER**

**WOOD TONE STAINS**

- Brierwood
- Buckskin
- Cattail
- Chocolate
- Cider
- Cranberry
- Havana
- Morel
- Natural
- Sahara
- Seal
- Thatch
- Tundra

**WOOD TONE GLAZES**

- Black Forest
- Coffee
- Palomino
- Whiskey Black

**OAK**

**WOOD TONE STAINS**

- Brierwood
- Buckskin
- Cattail
- Chocolate
- Havana
- Light
- Morel
- Natural
- Sahara
- Seal
- Thatch
- Tundra

**WOOD TONE GLAZES**

- Black Forest
- Palomino
- Whiskey Black

**SPECIALTY TECHNIQUES**

**HEIRLOOMING**

Add character and depth to select finishes with over-sanding on edges and profiles for a naturally worn-to-the-wood appearance that says old world charm. Available in the following finishes: Black, Forest Floor, Juniper Berry, Maritime, Moonstone, Oasis, Seaside, Storm and Tidal Mist. Not available on Carmin, Prestley, Princeton and Stratford. See your designer for availability on trim pieces.

**DISTRESSING**

Our distressing technique creates a finish with unique and appealing imperfections, such as dents, wormholes, chisel marks and other natural wear signs. Available on solid raised panel doors: Ainsley, Asbury, Brinkman, Campbell, Chanley, Galena, Harper, and Parker. Not available on Coconut, Dover, Pearl and White.
Contemporary Accents

LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

- LED Puck Lighting and Quattro Zoned Lighting Controller
- LED Flexible Strip
- LED Rigid Strip
- Battery Powered Drawer Strip

EMBELLISHMENTS

A. Crescent Corbel, B. Square Foot, C. Tee Foot, D. Round Foot, E. Caster, F. Angled Foot
- Shelf Support Bracket

ALUMINUM FRAME DOORS

Limited size availability. See designer for details.

- Aluminum Finish with Frost Glass
- Aluminum Finish with Frost Glass on Wall Top Hinge

HARDWARE

- Pull H52
- Pull HY0
The Schrock difference

**STRENGTH: UNMATCHED WITH OUR LOAD-BEARING BACK**

- **HEFTY 3/8” THICK LOAD-BEARING PANEL EXTENDS THE ENTIRE WIDTH AND HEIGHT OF THE WALL CABINET**
- **PROVIDES UNWAVERING STRUCTURAL SUPPORT FOR THE LIFE OF THE WALL CABINET**
- **NO CENTER DIVIDER OBSTRUCTING ACCESS TO ITEMS IN CABINETS UP TO 36” WIDE**

**PERFORMANCE: QUIET WITH OUR SMART STOP™ IHC CLOSING MECHANISM**

**SMART STOP IHC GUIDES FOR DRAWERS**
- Undermount, full-extension

**SMART STOP IHC GUIDES FOR PULLOUTS**
- Premium integrated hinges with adjustability

**SMART STOP IHC HINGES FOR DOORS**
- Smooth closing action standard on roll trays

**SMART STOP IHC FOR ROLL TRAYS**
- Standard on roll trays

**BEAUTY: TOUGH WITH OUR 12-STEP PROCESS**

- With hundreds of stains, glazes and finishing techniques – such as heirlooming and distressing – our cabinets are beautiful to look at, but durable and easy to clean, too.

**FUNCTION: DURABLE WITH CHOICE COMPONENTS**

- Schrock uses only the finest materials for our organization accessories so your room functions for a lifetime.

**PLYWOOD UPGRADES**

- **PLYWOOD® ENDS**
  - Finished veneer for visible ends

- **ALL PLYWOOD®**
  - A mark of quality craftsmanship

- **NATURAL FINISHED VENEER INTERIOR**
  - A standard feature on All Plywood® Construction cabinets

**Schrock® construction materials start with high-quality furniture board, a choice material commonly used throughout the industry, as standard. However, when plywood is desired, Schrock offers various options that meet your budget and project requirements.**

1. All plywood components meet ANSI/HPVA HP-1 standards, and may contain MDF or particleboard.
2. Cabinets with limited interior visibility, such as Drawer Bases (2DB-, 3DB-, 4DB-), may have laminated plywood cabinet interior.

FourEver™ Quality Assurance

These are the 4 pillars underlying our guiding philosophy:

- **BEAUTY**
- **FUNCTION**
- **STRENGTH**
- **PERFORMANCE**

Now and FourEver™

These are the 4 pillars underlying our guiding philosophy.

- **BEAUTY**
- **FUNCTION**
- **STRENGTH**
- **PERFORMANCE**

FourEver™ Quality Assurance from Schrock is unique in the industry.

Schrock is a name trusted by professionals and embraced by homeowners.

This is why Schrock is a name trusted by professionals and embraced by homeowners.

A brand respected for staying a step ahead of emerging trends while knowing exactly where your needs lie today.

To deliver Beauty, Function, Strength and Performance with every order, every install, and every follow-up.